How to turn on Object Tracking Debug Mode
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

On the WorkLink app, login with your viewer/author account.
Select the Settings menu (cog icon in the upper-right).
On the Settings menu, scroll down to Diagnostics and tap on “Diagnostics” six times to make the Developer Settings menu button
appear.
Select the Developer Settings menu and enable Debug.
•
A checkmark should confirm that it is enabled.
•
After confirming, exit Developer Settings.
Navigate to the Scenarios menu and load your scenario that has an object tracker.
On the content placement step with Object mode selected, additional debug UI will appear on the screen:
Inlier Ratio
The ratio between valid and invalid lines.

Toggles display for the
Object Tracking Debug
menu

●

●

Valid lines: a match is found between
a line from the 3D model and a
contrast line in the video feed.
Invalid lines: the line model does not
match with a contrast line in the video
feed.

An inlier ratio of 0.6 indicates that 60% of
lines are valid.
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Object Tracking Debug Menu
1. Adjust Inlier Ratio (Initial) to a
value that can be reasonably
reached during placement. A lower

value means it will track more
easily, but it will be prone to false
positives or less accurate matches.

Object Tracking settings initially loaded are based on what was set in WorkLink Create.

0.6 is recommended to start with.
2. Adjust Inlier Ratio (Tracked) to a
value reasonably lower than the
Initial to maintain alignment after
placement. When the inlier ratio

goes below this value it will lose
tracking. 0.5 is recommended to

5. Toggle the Debug Line
Model on to display it
during placement.

start with.
3. Adjust Normal Threshold.The
higher the value the more lines and
detail will be generated in the line
model. 0.3 is recommended to start
with.
4. Adjust Laplace to a value that
roughly matches the maximum
bounding box size of your tracked
object in meters. If the object is
smaller that 1 meter, use value 1.
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6. Apply settings to have
them take eﬀect.

Object Tracking Debug Menu
1) After the Debug Line Model is enabled and settings are
applied, the view will reload and display the Debug Line Model.
2) Slowly moving the camera around to match it with the object
should increase the Inlier Ratio. As it increases, more lines will
turn from red to green.
NOTE: This behaves slightly diﬀerent on the HoloLens 2 where the
Debug Line Model is displayed separately, but can be expanded by
a point & commit input using the hand ray gesture.
3) When the Inlier Ratio is greater than or equal to the initial
value set (0.6 in this example), the object will be tracked and
placement can be conﬁrmed.
Inlier Ratio
The ratio between valid and invalid lines.
●
●

Valid lines: a match is found between a line from the 3D model and a
contrast line in the video feed.
Invalid lines: the line model does not match with a contrast line in the video
feed.

An Inlier Ratio of 0.6 indicates that 60% of lines are valid.
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